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Introduction 
After decades of false starts, the promise of artificial intelligence (AI) is finally being delivered. 
It’s now commonplace to talk to a home assistant, get assistance with drafting a document, or 
receive personalized commerce recommendations.  
 
But AI holds a larger promise: addressing many of society’s biggest challenges. Autonomous 
vehicles may prevent millions of injuries and save drivers billions of hours. Medical treatments 
may be diagnosed rapidly and personalized to each patient. Senior care may allow an aging 
population to live independently. These are just a few examples of the potential for AI. 
 
In this whitepaper, we provide technology leaders a technically sound overview of AI. We also 
discuss some of the new weaknesses and challenges working with AI.  
 

What is AI? 
Artificial intelligence is broadly defined as creating machines that can act like humans. A classic 
example is the Turing Test [TUR-1950]. Can a machine hold human-like conversations with 
another human? Other examples include identifying objects in images, transcribing speech to 
text, identifying clusters of objects, and navigating physical obstacles.  
 
There are two competing approaches on how to implement AI. The first is symbolic systems. The 
symbolic systems approach believes that a system of simple, handcrafted symbols and rules can 
collectively become rich enough to produce human like behavior [MIN-1988]. For example, if a 
system is programmed with the parent child rules and then fed symbols that Alice is the parent 
of Bob, then the system can deduce that Bob is the child of Alice. This field draws broadly from 
linguistics and logic. The pinnacle of this approach is arguable IBM’s Watson, which dazzled the 
public in 2011 by beating human players in the game show Jeopardy! using a combination of 
search-engine functionality and a distinctive, handcrafted text to speech synthesizer.  
 
The second approach is machine learning (ML). ML rejects the idea that symbols and rules should 
be crafted by humans, and instead believe that machines should learn automatically from large 
datasets. Sometimes this is overstated as the grand vision of machines learning to program 
themselves. In reality, ML to this day boils down to guessing and checking values against a sample 
of data called training data, and then hoping that these values generalize to the real world. This 
approach draws heavily on statistics, scientific computing, linear algebra, and calculus.  
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How does machine learning relate to deep 
learning?  
ML itself can be divided into two broad approaches: deep learning and everything else.  
 

 
Figure 1: Hierarchy of AI. 

Deep learning uses neural networks to analyze unstructured data. It is deep learning which has 
fueled the major advances in AI in the last decade.  
 

TERMINOLOGY 
 
Unstructured data refers to images, audio, and text files including emails and 
documents and social media posts. Individual data points, like a pixel value, are 
generally uninterpretable – it is the synthesis of hundreds or thousands of these 
datapoints that form the image of a cat or singer’s unique voice. Humans can 
easily process this data. These are tasks that machines only recently started 
solving with deep learning. 

 
Neural Networks are a method to take input data, either structured or unstructured, and output 
an estimate value (regression) or predict a class (classification). Although the term conjures up 
images of brains and neuron and synapses, neural networks are in fact quite simple. For example, 
a model to predict the presence of diabetes could simply sum up fat intake and number of 
cigarettes smoked and apply a simple function (called an activation) so that as the sum gets 
higher, the prediction of diabetes increases towards 100%, but never exceeds it. This simple 
model is called logistic regression, or, a single neuron neural network. A second neuron could be 
placed alongside the first neuron to predict say heart disease. Stacking layers of these would be 
called a deep neural network, with the intermediate layers called hidden layers. 
 

Artificial Intelligence

Symbolic Systems Machine Learning

Deep Learning Everything Else
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In the everything else category, we find many powerful tools that generally focus on structured 
data. Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and T-SNE are techniques for dimensionality reduction, 
which reduces the volume of data while minimizing information loss. Clustering methods like k-
means clustering attempt to find natural groupings of objects. Decision trees, invented and 
commercialized by Jerry Friedman, have become a popular tool after ideas from the deep 
learning community led to high performance, open source implementations. Common 
commercial packages in this space include SAS, Databricks, Apache Spark, LightGBM, and the 
aforementioned XGBoost.  
 

TERMINOLOGY 
 
Structured data is the kind of data we are used to working with in spreadsheets 
and databases: numerical values like age and categories like zipcode. Individual 
data points are easy to understand for humans and machines alike.  

 

How did deep learning breakthrough?  
The two main factors that allowed deep learning to breakthrough in 2012 were large volumes of 
data and the use of graphical processing unit (GPUs).  
 

TERMINOLOGY 
 
Graphical processing units were built to render computer graphics. A typical 
computer screen will have about 1-3 million pixels. Each pixel is rendered 
independently. GPUs are by design highly parallelized so that they can render 
these pixels in parallel. For example, in a single instruction, a GPU could add a 
vector of 1000 numbers to another vector of 1000 numbers. The equivalent 
operation on a CPU would require 1000 instructions, one for each pair of numbers.  

 
It’s no surprise that the consumer internet giants like Google and Microsoft are leaders in deep 
learning: they were the only companies that controlled sufficiently large volumes of data. In many 
cases they in fact pioneered the management of these large volumes of data via tools like Hadoop 
and Cassandra, and the acquisition of these large datasets via consumer applications like 
YouTube [Le-2011].  
 
And the key insight that the intimidating sounding “neural network” is really just a series of linear 
algebra operations, just like computer graphics, led to the application of the tool of choice for 
computer graphics, GPUs. Nvidia released CUDA in 2006, which allows programmers to access 
the raw computing power of GPUs directly [NVI-2006]. In 2009, the first research applying GPUs 
to training neural networks was published [RAI-2009]. Indeed, Nvidia now produces GPU chips 
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that don’t do graphics at all, but instead are focused on AI. Google has released similar chips 
branded Tensor Processing Units (TPUs). Tesla Motors produces its own GPUs as well.  
 

TERMINOLOGY 
 
Tensors are groups of numbers. A scalar is a single number, like 9. A vector is a set 
of numbers arranged along a line, like [8, 7, 6]. A matrix is a set of numbers 

arranged along a grid, like 5 4 
3 2

. This could be useful for example for storing the 

pixel values of a black and white photo along the x and y axes. A tensor is a set of 
numbers arranged along a cube or higher dimensional cube (called a hypercube). 
A color photo with different channels for red, green, and blue would need a tensor 
of rank three, corresponding to width, height, and color channel. A color video 
would require a tensor of rank four, corresponding to width, height, color channel, 
and frame. An autonomous vehicle with multiple cameras might use a tensor of 
rank 5, corresponding to width, height, color channel, frame, and camera. A 
convoy of self-driving freight trucks might use a tensor of rank 6: width, height, 
color channel, frame, sensor, and truck. Etc. A scalar is a tensor of rank zero, a 
vector is a tensor of rank one, and a matrix is a tensor of rank two.  

 
Leading up to 2012, neural networks were out of the mainstream in the 1990s and early 2000s. 
A core of group of researchers sought funding from the Canadian Institute for Advanced Research 
(CIFAR) to continue research into the field and decided to rebrand the entire field “Deep 
Learning”. Those three researchers, Geoffrey Hinton, Yann LeCun, and Yoshia Bengio, are now 
household names in the field on ML after winning the A.M. Turing Award, as are many of their 
collaborators and students including David Rumelhart, Xavier Glorot, Andrew Ng, Alex Krizhevsky, 
Ian Goodfellow, Kaiming He, and Christian Szegedy. An influential and sometimes competitive 
group of European researchers includes Jürgen Schmidhuber, Sepp Hochreiter and Dan Ciresan.  
 
This group of researchers set the stage by developing and popularizing many techniques we use 
today, including backpropagation [RUM-1986], LSTMs [HOC-1997], convolutions [BEN-1998], 
Glorot Initialization [GLO-2010], and Rectifier Linear Unit (ReLU) activations [GLO-2011].  
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TERMINOLOGY 
 
Backpropagation is the method deep learning uses to inform and improve its 
guesses for its internal parameters. During training, an ML model makes a 
prediction. The prediction is compared to ground truth to calculate the error 
(which for historical reasons is called a loss). The error is backpropagated through 
the layers of the deep learning model to update all internal parameters of the 
model to become slightly more accurate. This can be visualized as a marble in a 
bowl. The coordinates of the marble are the parameters, and the perfect 
parameters are the lowest point in the bowl. As long as the marble follows the 
slope of the bowl via gravity, it will eventually find the lowest point in the bowl.  

 
In 2012, Alex Krizhevsky finally put all the pieces together in a groundbreaking demonstration 
that marks the beginning of the commercial explosion of deep learning. Krizhevsky successfully 
trained a very deep convolutional neural network called AlexNet to smash the previous record 
for accuracy for image classification [KRI-2012]. His company was acquired by Google soon 
thereafter.  
 

TERMINOLOGY 
 
Convolutional Neural Networks, also called CNNs and ConvNets, are neural 
networks optimized for image classification and image processing. CNNs are built 
on convolutions. Convolutions are shallow, mini-neural networks trained to match 
specific patterns, such as vertical edges or the color red. As with other forms of 
ML, these convolutions are learned via training on training data, and not 
handcrafted by humans.  

 
AlexNet was improved by a series of innovations, including VGG, Resnet by Microsoft, GoogLeNet 
(aka Inception) by Google, and others. Today, these innovations have been packaged as mature 
APIs that require zero understanding of the underlying AI, such as Google Cloud Vision API, AWS 
Rekognition, and Microsoft Azure Computer Vision. 
 
Deep learning has since been applied to a variety of other AI tasks successfully. Time series data 
of audio can be successfully processed for speech-to-text via LSTMs, leading to Apple Siri and 
Amazon Alexa. Natural Language Processing (NLP) is able to understand the intent of sentences, 
not just pick out keywords. DeepMind introduced reinforcement learning (RL) to successfully play 
Atari games and boardgames at superhuman levels. (Google acquired DeepMind in 2014). And 
VAEs and GANs, the technology behind DeepFakes, can now render photorealistic images.  
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TERMINOLOGY 
 
Reinforcement learning (RL) introduces the idea of delayed rewards. For example, 
in an Atari game like Pacman, an AI built with RL techniques creates a policy to 
move Pacman away from a ghost right now, to avoid getting attacked later. Like 
all ML, RL trains a model on training data, and then the model generalizes to 
situations not seen before. Facebook and OpenAI generally fall more towards RL 
than Google and Microsoft.  

 

Challenges in productizing deep learning 
In practice, a company seeking to productize deep learning faces many challenges. Many of these 
are applicable to machine learning in general but have become highlighted as the successes of 
deep learning pushes ML to the center of new products.  
 
Huge amounts of data. Deep learning requires large amounts of data. ImageNet, a relatively 
small 10 year old research dataset, has over one million images and requires 2 TBs to store. 
Commercial systems might be trained on hundreds of millions of data points. Many industries 
like medical imaging may simply not generate enough data to train a deep learning model. 
 

TERMINOLOGY 
 
Training data is the data ML model uses to “guess and check” to set its own 
internal parameters. In academic literature, these internal parameters are often 
called weights or thetas. During training, training data is divided into a train, 
validation, and test set. The train set is used to set the internal parameters; the 
validation and test sets are not used for training, only to evaluate whether the 
model generalizes well to datapoints it has not yet seen.  

 
Difficult to acquire data. For many companies, data is expensive, regulated, or even dangerous 
to acquire. For example, when acquiring training data that involves personal information like 
medical records, complex consent procedures must be followed.  
 
Labeling. Commercial services for labeling like Scale.AI and AWS Ground Truth typically charge 
can charge up to nearly one dollar per image. And best practice is to have multiple humans label 
each piece of data to ensure accuracy and lower bias. Combined with deep learning’s thirst for 
large volumes of data, labeling can quickly swamp the budget for even large companies.  
 
Model Design. The architecture and hyperparameters of a model are difficult to select and tune. 
How many filters? How deep should a dense layer be? How many residual blocks? What optimizer? 
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What learning rate decay? Model performance can increase or decrease significantly based on 
these hyperparameters, and yet, tuning hyperparameters is a set of heuristics at best. Recent 
innovations in this space uses ML to design ML models. This has been commercialized by Google 
as AutoML. An earlier and much simpler version of these concepts can be found in AWS 
Sagemaker Autopilot and DataRobot.  
 
Bias. An ML model mirrors problems in its training data. For example, an ML trained on images 
of images of skyscrapers will not perform effectively on images of suburban single-family homes. 
When training data reinforces bias about racial, ethnic, gender, sex, or other protected classes, 
the result can be socially unacceptable models as well as reputational risk for their developers 
[BOL-2016].  
 
Attacks at Training. An adversary can deliberately create misleading training data to skew your 
ML model. This approach is called data poisoning. For example, a model built to detect fraudulent 
transactions could use a spike in transactions in a different zipcode as a signal of fraud. An 
adversary could slowly add small transactions from a different zipcode, training the model to 
accept the new zipcode as low risk, before issuing a large fraudulent transaction from that 
zipcode.  
 
Memorization. For models that generate human readable unstructured information, 
memorization of the training data can reveal private information. For example, if a chatbot is 
trained on a company’s logs of customer support interactions, personally identifiable information 
could be memorized during training and repeated in production.  
 

TERMINOLOGY 
 
Personally identifiable information (PII) is a U.S. concept describing information 
that identifies a person, such as a name or Social Security Number. Other related 
concepts exist, such as HIPAA’s definition of medical information, and GDPR’s 
definition of Personal Data.  

 
Explainability. Deep learning models in particular do not provide explanations for the why and 
the how of their decisions. But in some regulated industries, the law mandates an explanation 
for a model’s predictions. Startups like Fiddler.AI and Arthur.AI offer explainability solutions.  
 
Attacks at Inference. AI models can be attacked at run time by sending specially prepared data. 
For example, images that any human would easily classify as one class of object can be 
imperceptibly altered to appear to be a different class. These attacks were demonstrated 
dramatically in 2019 by Tencent, when they used well placed adversarial stickers to cause a Telsa 
on autopilot to drive into an opposing lane of traffic [TEN-2019]. Critically, this attack is not a 
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network or systems breach, and traditional cybersecurity methods are ineffective against this 
new attack surface. 
 
Model Drift. As model is only as good as the data it was trained on. For example, a document 
processing AI model trained on 2020 fonts will be less accurate on 2021’s fonts. 
 
Monitoring. There is not yet a mature toolset to monitor the performance of AI models. Many 
models are simply trained to a sufficient level of accuracy and put into production, without 
constant monitoring for data poisoning, attacks, model drift, or retraining.  
 

The Masterful AI Solution 
Many of the problems of AI in production can be solved with more and better training data. But 
finding enough data can be practically impossible given the huge volumes of data required. And 
once you have the data, paying even a few cents per label can quickly swamp your budget when 
looking at millions of data points. Worse yet, trained professionals are required for many 
specialized applications, and with them comes orders of magnitudes higher per label costs. 
Finally, even when you have the data, it often requires special handling due to privacy and 
regulatory concerns.  
 
Masterful AI offers a comprehensive platform to intelligently generate synthetic training data for 
image and video applications.  
 
The first layer is data augmentation. Masterful AI combines classic data augmentation 
techniques available off-the-shelf - like geometric and color space transformations - and 
complements them with its own implementations of more modern techniques like kernel filters, 
image combinations, and domain randomization.  
 
The second layer is data generation. Masterful AI applies recent advances in generative 
adversarial networks to generate photorealistic data as well as non-photorealistic but high 
learning data. This works best when there are tens of thousands of natural training data points. 
But in situations where there are a mere dozens or hundreds of natural training data points, data 
augmentation and hand crafted data generation can be used to generate enough data to feed a 
generative adversarial network. 
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TERMINOLOGY 
 
Generative Adversarial Networks (GAN) are a novel approach to generate data 
using a pair of deep neural networks, a generator and a discriminator. By playing 
a minimax game, both of these neural networks become more and more skilled. 
Unfortunately, GANs today are best known for malicious creation of deep fakes 
[IJG-2014].  

 
The final layer is automatic training data generation to discover the right proportions and 
hyperparameters for augmentation and generative techniques. Masterful AI applies 
reinforcement learning techniques to take the guesswork out of selecting the right techniques to 
apply and in what proportion.  
 

Synthetic data for decision trees 
Decision trees deliver state of the art performance for structured data and inherently provide 
explainability. But split points may not be selected optimally during training [CHN-2019]. For 
example, in Figure 7, choosing either the x1 or x2 dimension will result in 75% accuracy. A normal 
gradient boosted decision tree algorithm will choose between the two randomly. But with 
additional synthetic data represented by the box, the gradient boosted decision tree will pick the 
x1 dimension to split along, increasing accuracy during inference. Masterful AI’s synthetic data 
for decision trees will help your models identify optimal split points during training.  
 

 
Figure 2: small margin split (left) and large margin split (right). 

Synthetic data for mission critical systems 
Models that have safety, financial, and other mission critical implications cannot afford to be 
tricked with off-the-shelf attacks. Masterful AI has conducted extensive research on adversarial 
AI and can generate synthetic data designed to retrain your models to be more resistant to 
adversarial attacks.  
 

Synthetic data for bias 
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Models that demonstrate bias at inference are reflecting bias found in the training data. When 
your training data has imbalanced classes, Masterful AI’s platform can help you “fill in the blanks” 
with synthetic data, thereby training your models on training data that better reflects reality. 
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